Nowadays a bigger interest in Fashion has developed in Colombia, which is why it can be interesting to study some companies from the fashion industry, to propose a concept that will allow us to explain the management strategies used through the study of cases like Onda del Mar, Leonisa and Silvia Tcherassi. Through book consultation and interviews, we get to triangulate the information and determine a contrast between theory and actual business reality.
BACKGROUND
At the present time there is a perception about fashion industry managers that says that they should not be very formal or rigid. Even though fashion is a kind of art, it requires strategy and management as much as any other company. For this reason, it can be interesting to prove the importance of creating fashion along with strategies. In order to accomplish this, it's necessary to understand the history and origins of fashion, and also to understand that, for developing a strategy in this business model, the company needs to implement brand internationalisation along with the dynamic capacities explained in this article, in order to guarantee a long term success.
Management literature has permanently studied companies like Zara, Benetton, and GAP, given the fact that they have launched advantage generating strategies. In Latin America, one of the recognized countries in the fashion industry is Colombia, because companies there have managed to "weave" a business model that combines art and strategy, understanding that trends should not be imposed, but to give consumers what they want or asks for.
The origins of fashion industry go back to the middle of the XVII century in France. Thereafter, glamour, innovation and creativity became inseparable elements for companies. In 1676, the concept 'fashion industry' appeared thanks to Louis the XIV, king of France, who was looking for strategies to activate French economy, and thought about textiles and garment manufacturing as an opportunity to do this. Back then, the court had moved to Versailles, and the king found that the way to keep the nobles under his control was to force them to live there, given the fact that in Versailles there were dress codes that dictated that they had to change clothes three times a day, he saw an opportunity to make an industry out of clothing.
The ladies in the court, specially Madame of Monte span, created fashion cycles, tones that changed according to the season, lines and design.
Later, this culture spread all over the world. In the beginning of the XIX century it came to Colombia, specially the Atlantic Coast, Santander and Antioquia. These were the zones that initiated the textile industry, and, even with geographical and transporting difficulties, Antioquian tenaciousness, courage and ambition made this place into the cradle of Fashion and the industrial state of Colombia.
Thanks to this development, born in Antioquia in the years 1900-1930 the main textile, garment and fashion companies in Colombia, such as Coltejer (1907), Compañía Antioqueña de Hilados y Tejidos (1907), Fá-brica de Tejidos de Rosellón (1915 ), Fabricato (1923 ), and Tejicondor (1934 . The word fashion appears when clothing's purpose stops being protecting from heat or cold; when it stops being useful and starts being ornamental. Over time, Colombia became an exporter of cotton, yarns, fabrics and clothing, with such success that in 1965 exports exceeded imports.
Between 1970 and 1980 there was a decrease in revenue as a result of the emergence of companies in the Far East and the lack of technological investment in Colombian companies, smuggling, and lack of innovation.
According to Lopez andFan (2009) , the principal trends that are restructuring the fashion industry in the world are as follows:
• Increasing internationalization in the textile and apparel sector and the emergence of international competitors.
• Consolidation of the sector through merger, acquisitions, strategic alliances.
• Sub-contracting or delocalisation of textile and clothing production to
• Countries with lower labour and transportation costs and reduced lead-time (Berkeley &Steuer, 2000) .
• Re-evaluation of the business models to adapt to the customers´ changing taste (KPMG, 2005) . Fashion companies are becoming more flexible and vertically organised, limited vertical integration being more frequent than complete integration (Samiee, 1995) . Adoption of new technology to expand productivity and increase competitiveness (Berkeley &Steuer, 2000) .
• Democratisation of the fashion sector over the last decades (Mazaira et al.,2003) . Zara has contributed greatly to this shift by offering the latest design at attractive prices.
The textile sector was affected again by the process of liberalization of economy will, because companies were not prepared to face new competition. Entrepreneurs engaged in the manufacture decide to implement new strategies to overcome the crisis and that is how they use creativity and innovation as their core strategies.
In 1989, when Colombia was in its textile boom and had consolidated as a cotton producing country, arose the necessity to create an institute that would focus on following fashion trends, and investigated about the textile progress, ergo, that dedicated itself to investigate the unique factors of fashion industry, and aligned Colombian companies in the same direction; an institute that became the link between textiles and garment manufacturers. Thanks to this necessity INEXMODA (Institute for Export and Fashion) was created. The institute's management decided to create Colombiatex and Colombiamoda, events that bring together supply and demand in a scenario that has been completely effective for the industry.
The support of this institute was instrumental in the industry, but although the Colombian designers are internationally recognized for its innovation and creativity is necessary to ask whether these qualities are sufficient to achieve the success of their businesses or organizations.
The business model developed by the Colombian companies is a mix of creativity, innovation and internationalization. The first two skills are generated within the companies are not acquired in the environment, and therefore fit within the so-called dynamic capabilities. These capabi-lities have enabled companies to internationalize successfully in foreign markets.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
To identify the business model that should be implemented by companies in the fashion industry, we need to start from theory. In this case we speak about the concept of business model, and after we work two theories, Internationalisation of the Uppsala model, and dynamic capabilities. Magretta (2002) defines business models as stories that explain how enterprises work. According to a business model consists of: (i) the set choices and (ii) the set of consequences derived from those choices.
The first element in the strategy of companies must be composed of Internationalisation of their markets, placing itself in one of the stages proposed in Uppsala's model. This theory says that, when the company enters a particular foreign market, it goes through four different stages, which constitutes for Uppsala's school, the establishment chain. Specifically you can define this chain into the following four stages (table 1) . 
Table 1 UPPSALA'S Internationalization Model Supply Chain
It's important to refer to the first two stages, given the high level of incidence that they both present in the Latin American context, and specially in Colombia. Companies can get involved directly or indirectly.
The second one is related to dynamic capacities that companies should develop, capacities which are defined as particular (non imitable) capacities to reform, configure and reconfigure the actives looking to respond to technological and market changes (Teece, Pisano &Shuen, 1997) . Ac-cording to Davila (2009), "The dynamic capacities developed by organizations along their existence have to do with their perdurability. These are related to the firm's ability to adapt to the changing environment and to generate and exploit its own powers, either internal or external" (p. 35).
Besides, the company will specially develop innovation, production and market (local or international) within itself; so, along with Internationalisation, it can accomplish the business model that will guarantee perdurability in the market, despite being in a very dynamic industry where there is constant evolution in consumer's taste and necessity.
ART WITH STRATEGY
In the literature review it's hard to find broad information related to fashion strategy in Colombia, which is why there will be a more detailed review on related work made worldwide.
For Beltran, Camargo,and Pulido (2009), Miguel Caballero is a man with proactive thoughts and actions, that generates ruptures, open to change, visionary, leader, recognizes trends or creates them and manages to generate value on a permanent basis, he created "Grupo Empresarial Caballero" (Caballero Business Group), that dedicates to offer specialized personal protection solutions through innovative products with national and international certifications that guarantee its proper use to preserve life.
The work of Acero, Achury, and Bolivar (2009) constitutes the application of the Structural Analysis of Strategic Sections model, and the identification of alternative development scenarios for the textile/garment manufacturing companies in Bogotá, where the current status of the companies in macro-economic and micro-economic aspects are described.
Herreros (2000) presents which has been the strategy implemented by Zara, the first company in clothing distribution worldwide, to become a business model in the business environment. It particularly refers to 'the different game rules' that this company has imposed to create well designed clothes for a large mass of potential consumers.
On the other hand, Salmon (2001) presents how the brand GAP was created through the years, and for what reason Donald Fisher, its creator founded the company in 1969. Along the article the strategies used by the brand to promote their products and to succeed the way it does are shown. On this same company, Wells and Raabe (2005) analyze the changes suffered by the company with the entry of a new manager in October 2002.
The editor and director of the magazine Industria Alimenticia, Rico (2005) explain the importance of innovation for companies. For him, whatever reason, innovation is the vehicle that reduces obstacles in the path of competitiveness.
In the article "Colombian fashion is a 'rough diamond', published in the newspaper El Espectador (2007), the fashion expert Lee Shafkowitz says that design in Colombia is at the height of Italian, French and Spanish proposals, only with an added value to the consumer: its lower price. After a recent visit to Barranquilla, he could observe that it's evident that there is a great offer of talented designers in Colombia. The biggest challenge for these designers is to think beyond Central and South America and to design for a global market.
"Strategies that stores use" (Kanner, 2009), quoted in Univision's webpage, the author tells eight shopping tactics that the clothing stores try to explode to stimulate their customers to buy.
"Strategies to impose fashion" (2009), published on the webpage 'The Must', speaks about the strategies the designers Miguel and Roberto Bellido have used, and Olimpo to impose their designs in the fashion market, and how they identify their target consumers.
Morales (2009) talks about strategy formulation from the standpoint of management control and strategic planning of a fashion company, that should be considered from four dimensions, quite distinct, that will allow to define long term goals and also the strategic plans that will help accomplish these goals.
In the article "Mango designs an anticrisis strategy" (Planellas, 2009) general secretary of ESADE Business School, one of the most important school in the world, describes the fashion chain Mango as a "Gazelle company", which means a company that has grown really fast in little time. On the other hand, Rodriguez (2009) writes an article about how this company reinvented itself in the fashion industry.
METHODOLOGY
In order to find the strategy used in Colombia to succeed in the fashion industry, a consultation has been made about the history of fashion both worldwide and in Colombia. Besides, interviews have been made to fashion experts like Lila Ochoa, director of FUCSIA, the most important fashion magazine in Colombia, which belongs to PUBLICACIONES SE-MANA S.A. Silvia Tcherassi, fashion designer, who was born in Barranquilla (Colombia); she designs female clothing, wedding dresses and accessories. Onda del Mar, Colombian company that started operating ten years ago with the purpose of making swimsuits for people of high social status. Leonisa, Colombian company whose purpose is to satisfy men and women's necessities for swimsuits and underwear. Cecilia Duque, former director of Artesanias de Colombia, and creator of the project "Colombian Identity", who currently is a part of INALDE (School of Direction and Business at La Sabana University). Alicia Mejia, Marketing director and one of the founders of INEXMODA, one of the creators of Colombiamoda and Colombiatex, events that take place in Medellin.
Afterwards, three Colombian fashion companies were picked to be subject of study: Onda del Mar, Leonisa, and Silvia Tcherassi.
Onda del Mar was created 10 years ago in Medellin (Colombia) as a luxury swimsuit brand, and has extended its product portfolio to satisfy the needs of a woman with a luxurious lifestyle. Along the years, the company has set trends in fashion, designing garments with a subtle Latin touch, created to enhance women's natural beauty. Back in 2006, Tribeca Partners, the biggest and most active private capital fund in Colombia, whose investment portfolio is directed strictly to recognized quality brands, decided to purchase Onda del mar. Tribeca has the vision of luxury brands that supply expensive markets and has an exponential growth potential.
Leonisa was created in 1956. It's a company that has created innovative and well designed solutions that strengthen and enhance women's intimate beauty. This is how they offer high tech, added value products and the best customer service.
The excellent quality and advanced technology in fabrics support the 100% satisfaction guaranteed policy; besides, they use the highest quality materials to make exclusive and comfortable underwear. Today, Leonisa is the number one brand in sales and the most important underwear company in Latin America, and it has grown to be one of the most important online suppliers for underwear. With experience and direct presence in nineteen countries, and worldwide presence through their web page, they have been able to reach women all over the world and explore their needs and taste. 
RESULTS
Studying each of the chosen companies, the reasons why these companies and their brands have succeeded were identified. Onda del Mar's strategies have been exclusiveness, optimal distribution channels, commercial partners, products and Public Relations to create awareness of the brand. As a business model they offer several product lines for different usage occasions, focused on free spirited women, contemporary, with attention to detail, exclusiveness and luxury. Their managers and designers attend the most important fashion fairs worldwide to collect information on fashion trends, and this translates into the different targets of the brand to develop collections. This complements with information from suppliers, fashion specialized websites, and consumer behavior investigation. In order to innovate, they make alliances with suppliers to develop new products, market research to know consumer's tastes and preferences, constant employee training, exclusive fabrics, selected materials, manufacturing process and customized service in the stores, along with target segmentation per line of product, and thanks to this they have managed to explore new lines.
Leonisa uses as a strategy a deep knowledge of their consumers, which helps them provide solutions to their customers. They seek differentiation using technology, creativity in their designs with a clear communication with the consumer. In their industrial and production process they are committed to bring quality and service, they provide comfort and creative designs. Their main purpose is to create value and build an actual relationship with the consumer. About innovation, Leonisa does market research, they participate in the most important fashion fairs that give them recognition for their technology and design creativity.
In her own words, the strategy for Silvia Tcherassi has been "to make good products that people love instead of making products and winning over people with publicity". Her business model is based on a brand that reflects her own philosophy and constitutes a fashion proposal and some extensions that allow her to develop her creative vision beyond fashion itself. Her brand counts with some strategic changes that have led her to success, like back in 2000, when she opened her first store outside of Colombia because it involved the Internationalisation of the brand. In 2003 and 2004, the entry to the most important fashion weeks in the world, Milan and Paris, because it validated her and allowed her to enter the international fashion circle. In 2009 she opened the Tcherassi Hotel in Cartagena, it was the first project inside the lifestyle industry but outside the fashion industry. All of the above involved recognition of major potential and the development of projects to reach this potential.
The previously mentioned strategies make these companies a sample of the business model the article proposes, given the fact that they combine art and strategy, substantiated in their brand Internationalisation and the development of new dynamic capacities. In the present, in Colombia, you can observe that most companies or designer brands in the industry can count on excellent art development, creativity and design, but these should be combined with management and professional, capable marketing areas and brand expansion, to emphasize more in Internationalisation , aspect which is still weak.
Fashion experts have stated that fashion globalization in Colombia needs to play a bigger role in order to succeed. Two great connoisseurs of the fashion world have expressed their opinions about Latin and Colombian fashion industry. Candy Pratts highlighted the creativity and quality of Colombian designers. She made big emphasis on the importance of globalizing the industry. She also stated that "Colombia is a lucky country because it counts with a lot of creativity and human talent" (quote in Portafolio's website, Pratts). She also says that "it's vital for designers in this country to join, communicate what they are doing, to make themselves known to the world, and most importantly, they need to get support from entities like Proexport or other private companies in order to gain strength when they get to other countries. (Quote in Proexport's website, Pratts). Nina Garcia states that "Latinos have a different sense of fashion, which is one of the reasons that make her feel strong and proud of her career, and Latin society counts with many artists, femininity, and a unique esthetic that underlies to all of us who work in this business. She also thinks that Latin women are very interested in looking good, in beauty and fashion. Latin America is a culture full of artists" (quote in El Tiempo's website, Garcia).
CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained show that what has led Colombia to be a recognized country in terms of fashion is a combination of several factors. Colombia has a textile tradition and a recognized garment manufacturing industry. This is what pushed entrepreneurs to start creating companies, like we can see with the creation of Leonisa in Medellin, in 1956; the creation of Altamoda, the designer Silvia Tcherassi's company in 1990 in Barranquilla, and the most recent, Onda del Mar, created in 2000 also in Medellin.
Fashion fairs like Colombiamoda and Colombiatex, amongst others, have as a purpose the support of textile industry, and therefore fashion. These fairs not only show trends for a particular season, but they go beyond, motivating designers, experienced and young, to find their identity, those aspects that can make them unique and recognized, to be innovative, to choose material keeping in mind designing for a global market. In our country, Colombia, the fashion industry can count on experts in the fashion matter, such as Lila Ochoa, director of FUCSIAmagazine.
The fashion strategy today goes beyond the designs. Today this strategy is to gain recognition, as we can see with international designers, who attend fairs and specialized magazines, most of which already have Colombia in their schedule of annual visits.
time? Companies such as Onda del Mar, Silvia Tcherassi, and Leonisa carried out the first steps to internationalize.
Companies such as Onda del Mar, Silvia Tcherassi, and Leonisa carried out the first steps to internationalize. These companies manage to make a combination between management and creativity; to do this create dynamic capabilities that allow them to successfully deal with new markets
Case objectives and use
This case can be used in different academic spaces in which the items to work are turbulence business environment, business strategy, business model, competitive advantages. It shows the way the three companies studied were able to generate competitive advantages to incorporate a business model that integrates creativity with development of dynamic capabilities.
As a turbulence business environment case, the case provides a good star to discuss the external environment, the general environment including the social factor, the deregulation of the fashion industry, the economic factor, the technological factor, the demographic factor; etc and how they affect the fashion industry.
As a business strategy case, this case is very well suited to discuss the Porter's generic strategies, the advantages and disadvantages of those strategies and to discuss the merits and demerits of a combination strategy. Students could also be encouraged to relate their understanding of the sources of competitive advantage that they identified using the internal analysis of the firm as a part of this discussion. And finally the case offers the opportunity to conduct an internal analysis of the firm using the dynamic the upsala model for Internationalisation .
Teaching objectives
Through the analysis and resolution of the questions raised in the case, fail to develop the following objectives:
